While we've become blasé' about the excesses of celebrity courtship, a dentist
in love can still make our hearts swoon. Well, one in particular, Dr. Kevin
Sands of Beverly Hills, "dentist to the stars," who retained an event-planning
company called Go Get It To win his fiancé's hand.
Dr. Kevin Sands appeared to have it all--a hugely successful dental practice
in Beverly Hills, a home in Beverly Hills, a dream sports car, and a beautiful
girlfriend, Alana.
The always ambitious dentist wanted more: he wanted Alana to be his wife.
And what Kevin wants, Kevin gets, with style!
First, he bought a drop dead gorgeous Harry Winston diamond. Next, he
booked a bungalow at the Beverly Hills Hotel.
And most importantly, he contacted Go Get It Events to orchestrate one of
their famous fantasy proposals for him.
The only catch- could they do it in 5 days?
The answer: of course they could! At the initial consultation Kevin instructed
Go Get It to, "make it good- no- not just good- this better be the coolest
thing we've ever done." Jenifour, Go Get It's founder, sprang into action,
creating one of the most enchanting and romantic evenings of Alana's life.
Alana's proposal day began at the Christopher McMillan Salon in Beverly Hills
where she worked as a stylist. Go Get It employed 3 different actors to play
delivery persons. Each dropped off a funny, romantic, and mysterious clue.
The last clue came complete with a camera man and a picture of her beloved
puppies telling her to go outside to the awaiting limo.
In the limo, Alana received the first of 5 romantic CD clues, bringing tears to
her eyes. Those tears quickly dried as she realized her first stop was a
shopping spree at Fred Segal's on Melrose. Once inside, Alana chose a brand
new dress, shoes and shawl to wear for the evening. On to the next stop:
manicure and pedicure and a makeover in Beverly Hills.
At each location, Alana received tantalizing audio clues and meaningful gifts
from Kevin. Feeling beautiful and fresh from all of this pampering, a tearful
(again!) Alana was anxious to find her sweetie.
Meanwhile, Go Get It's team of coordinators were with a nervous Kevin at the
beach awaiting Alana's arrival. Jenifour and her team were onsite to calm his
nerves and prepare the setting. At sunset, Alana arrived in Santa Monica
dying to find her adoring boyfriend, exclaiming, "whoever has done this for
me, is so incredibly sweet!" Alana followed a long trail of red roses from the
sidewalk to the surf where Kevin was waiting, ring in hand. After embracing
and laughing, Kevin proposed at sunset.
And of course, she said Yes!

